a walk
...in Edipsos

History...

Edipsos is mentioned in the works
of Aristotle in his Meteorological,
and by Ploutarch and Strabon.
The town even minted its own
coins. In Roman times the area
flourished and its healing waters
were visited by the emperors
Hadrian, Septimus Severus and
Marcus Aurilius. The baths from
the Roman period are the best
preserved and are known as
Syllas Baths.
During the Byzantine era it was
destroyed for being an area of
paganism though it was visited
by the Emperors Theodosious
and Constantine the Great.
There are many scattered springs
in Edipsos and this allows the
Spas to operate throughout
the year.
Even though few travelers from
other countries have never
heard of it the cosmopolitan
atmosphere combined with the
healing spas have attracted
politicians, artists, writers and
other notable people like
Winston Churchill, Aristotle
Onnasis, Maria Callas,
Greta Garbo and Omar Sharif.

...North Evia ...Edipsos
Visitors from Edipsos can also take many trips in the Northen part of
Evia, we recommend a journey to the monastery of Saint David, nested
inside the forest. A few kilometers away, you'll find Drumona waterfalls
a magnificent and unique scenery winter and summer.
If you continue on the main road you'll reach the church Agio Ioanni
ton Rosson (St John's of the Russians)
which holds the miraculous icon and the relic of St John.
Edipsos is a tourist destination, easily accessible from any
part of Greece which offers relaxation, health and wellbeing.
Each visitor can have a comfortably pleasant stay even for only three
or four days, relaxing at our hotels with modern facilities, which operate
through the year. Also visitors can enjoy nature and the landscape,
go for walks in the forests and do a variety of sports that interest them.

Hot springs ...

...Thermalism

Edipsos has to be one of the most amazing resorts in the word when it
comes to healing mineral baths. There are more than eighty individual
springs with waters ranging from 40 to 80 degrees.
Edipsos has to be one of the most amazing resorts in the word when it
comes to healing mineral baths.
In the last few years the Spa services have become highly significant
with the supervision of physicians, offering relaxation, massage and
good health. The water from the springs in Edipsos is superheated and
the richest water in Greece and the Balkans and it is in the top best list
in the world.
It is very rich in elements, and it has a lot of salts and minerals.
In addition, the springs produce large quantities of mud which is used
for facial masks and parts of the body. The water from the springs due
to high temperature breaks the rocks and with great force rises up to
the springs rich in elements from the earth. When bathers bathe in the
water, the pores of their skin take in all these vital elements.
The water from the springs helps people with arthritis and posttraumatic
arthritis, firming and softening of the skin as well as gynecological
problems.
Nature has also chipped in for a rare combined experience where the
warm water gushes from the sea bed, a rare phenomenon that is
difficult to find anywhere else in the world.

Apart of the hot springs, Edipsos is
also known as a tourist destination
all year long, Edipsos offers hotels
that operate 12 months a year, as
well as excellent night life, many
restaurants, taverns and stores are
there to serve the needs of the
visitors, and the port which is the
connecting link between the national
highway and the rest of Greece,
Athens and Thessaloniki by ferry
from Arkitsa, or through Chalkida
by driving.

...Thermal Spa for all
If the wear and tear of life has dragged you down,
a couple weeks here will do you some good,
with or without a doctors prescription.

...just for you
Even if Edipsos did not have
the restorative healing,
it would still be a great
place to come for a holiday.

Nowadays, Edipsos is one of the most significant tourist destinations, f
or all four seasons, it offers many different interests and promotes
wellbeing and enjoyment. Discover Edipsos, and you will be
forever under its spell.

...beaches, sun, history, tradition

Every year in Edipsos there
are a lot of events from
traditional dancing
to sports &events

...for those who love Nature

USEFUL TELEPHONES:
Edipsos Municipality: 22260 22262, 22260 23270
Religious sites:
Monastery of St. George Ilia: 22260 22384
Monastery Chrysovalantou: 22270 71215
Archaeological collection Edipsos: 22260 22991
Transportation-Transports:
Agiokampos ferry: 22260 31680
Ferry Edipsos: 22260 23330
Bus station from Athens:
Edipsos 22620 60211, Chalkida: 22210 20400, Athens: 210 8317163
services:
Police department Edipsou: 22260 22456, 22260 23333
Summer tourist police station Edipsos: 22260 24655
Port of Edipsos: 22260 22464
Coast guard Agiokampos: 22260 31107
health:
HEALTH CENTER ISTIEAS: 2226053311

